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Cembre SpA ltaly
certify that from the 23105120]j to the 24105120]'1

MF. Josef Kadlečft
Jork CZ

partecipated to the operating and servicing training for:
Hydraulic crimping tools

'] Hydraulic cable cutters

Hydraulic pamps

Brescia 24/05/2011



Via Serenissima, 9
25135 Brescia (ltaly)
Phone: 030 3692.1
Telefax: 030 3365766
www.cembre.com
E-mail: Info@cembre.com

or,ir rer. 72lEl11lABB/cl

Your ref.
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JORK, SPOL. S R.O.
K Trebonicum 100
| 55 00 Praha 5 Reporyje
CZECH REPUBLIC

authoRe.:

Dear Sir,

As far as concem
authorises

the GS cutting units, we inform you herewith that CEMBRE s.p.A.

JORK, SPOL. SN.O.

To carry on the maintenance on tools GS marked.

In this view JORK, SPOL.,SlR.O. will be responsible of the correct execution of the iob.

Some explanation:

All maintenance and repairs will be carried out using original spare parts; if changes to
the product are made so that it is no longer identical to the certified finished product
(e.g. failure to use original spare parts), the authorisation to use GS trademark shall be
lost;

Change the oil at any maintenance intervals, registering the date the oil is changed.
For this pu{pose the cable cutting units must be sent by your customers, compléte, to

JORK, SPOL..S n. O.

As stated in the operation and maintenance manual, CEMBRE S.p.A.recommends
maintenance to be carried out by trained personnel. Maintenance must be carried out
at the followins intervals:

6 years - occasional use - example: about 6 times ayear.
4 years - normal use - example: about 12 times a year.
2 years - frequent use - example: more than once a month during the year.

*.p."&. iult" i:ar:



To

Cl cernlore
Mr Josef Kadlecík

caution: Maintenance carried out by trained personnel is, according to
BGVA 2, absolutely necessary at the latest after 6 years regardless the
frequency ofuse.

We remain at your full disposal for any help or technical assistance you might need and
seize this occasion to wish you our

Best Regards

Cl
Directy- Sales and Marketing
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ease N. 212

(Cernbre s.p.A.
Aldo Bottini Bongrani

dated 241051n

Your ref.


